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The systematics of deferral and hierarchization, embodied in the Derridean term *différance* is inherent to the language as well as to music. The interplay between the musical materials that attempt to attain “meaning” via yielding to a chain of future materials or by assuming different functions within a hierarchical system provides the compositional terrain for this work. The first section of the piece aims to emphasize this systematic play of differing and deferring via employment of nine formal foci, dubbed as “forces.” The second section utilizes these forces outside their native context, transforming them to mere sound events which are immune to the effects of *différance*.

A number of local events in the piece are created via a computer-based generative process that provided pitch, rhythm and timbral data. Powered by a Music Information Retrieval System developed by the author, the aforementioned generative process derives the local material out of the “forces.” However, this procedure is utilized dynamically as an aid for resolving local compositional matters rather than as a tool to provide fixed pre-compositional data. In a similar manner, the timbral comparison feature of the MIR system provided a guide for orchestration by informing the user the timbral similarity of two sound inputs. In [difəræs], this method is used to create orchestral sequences of similar as well as contrasting timbres.

This dissertation consists of two separate documents: A report that summarizes the global and local compositional processes, and the full score of the piece.
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DIFFÉRANCE AND [difeðaːs]

“... [I]n the absence of a center or origin, everything becomes discourse—provided we have a consensus on this word—that is to say, a system in which the central, the original or transcendental signified, is never absolutely present outside of a system of differences.”
J. Derrida, L’écriture et la différence

1. A brief note on différance

Différence is a term coined in 1968 at the Société française de philosophie by French philosopher Jacques Derrida. The term is deliberately homophonous with the French word différences, and refers to the double meaning of the verb différer, meaning both “to defer” and “to differ”.

The notion of deferral arises due to the incapacity of the words and the signs to create a full meaning by themselves: one always requires additional signs in order to infer the meaning. The constant appeal to additional signs create a deferral of meaning through an infinite chain of signifiers. The term’s relation to meaning of differing is referred as espacement ("spacing") by Derrida, indicating a spatial force that creates binary oppositions and hierarchies by differentiation. It should be noted that for Derrida, différences itself is neither a word, nor a concept—therefore distinct from Saussurean difference as well—rather, it is a systematic play of spacing and deferring that governs the language.

For Saussure, there are two types of differences: diachronic difference implies the distinction between different manifestations of the same thing at different times; whereas synchronic difference is the distinction between different things co-existing at the same time. Paul Livingston states that Derrida’s différences in fact combines these two types, expressing and covering the entire systematics of the deferral and spacing.

The piece explores this systematics by employing elements that deliberately emphasize (or challenge) it. The title, written in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) transliteration of both différences and différences, not only implies this exploration, but also refers to an attempt to disrupt the effects of différences in the second section of the piece—details of which is discussed in the related section of this text.

2. Différence as a basis of formal organization

2.1. First section, “the dewy path”

Différence plays a significant role in musical semiotics, since musical materials can be subjected to both spacing and deferring. Musical “meaning” can be created via a chain of references that addresses the listener's working memory (diachronic difference), and/or via structures that begin assuming hierarchical roles when they are placed within a context where they co-exist with others.
(synchronic difference). The first section of the piece attempts to emphasize both deferral and spacing in a particular musical context where nine “forces” are featured. These forces are short events whose main function is to trigger textural changes in the subsequent moments of the music. During these passages, the triggering force is constantly referred to, creating effects of deferral and spacing: these initially unassuming materials gain formal importance over the other elements, and this acquired importance signals their deferred “meaning.”

Each force is structurally different and can affect various lengths of musical time with different levels of abstraction. The first force triggers a gesture that is echoed in almost all the active instrumental groups, and later exported to percussion (Ex. 1a, 1b). This type of reference is the most apparent. A more abstract reference generates another “force,” (m. 12, Cl. 1), where *sforzando* attack portions of the original gesture are substituted with grace notes (Ex. 9). Another example for the abstract usage of the first force can be found in mm. 73-84, where the expansions in the *tremolo* strings resolve to tutti attacks. This structure is simply a texturally enlarged version of the first force.

![Figure 1a, 1b: Different occurrences of the first force](image1)

Not all of the forces function at the textural level. For example, the third and fourth forces trigger a directionality of sorts—their subtle but deliberate descending and ascending movements (Ex. 2) eventually initiate similar motions in a larger textural setting. See the table below for a summary of “forces,” each of which is indicated with Roman numerals in brackets in the attached score.

![Figure 2: Directional triggers in third and fourth forces](image2)
The eighth force (m. 92) appears in the wind parts (except contrabassoon) and contains the pitch content of certain sound objects that emerge in the second sub-section of the dewy path (starting on rehearsal letter I). This collective gesture pushes these sound objects forth and creates momentum for their constant repetition. However, this sense of momentum conceals the formal inertia governing the second sub-section: in contrast with the textural transformations that characterize the first sub-section, only slightly altered recurrences of “sound objects” are heard.

While the first sub-section (rehearsal letters A-H) presents the transformation of the forces throughout the entire sub-section (diachronic difference), the second sub-section features the difference of the forces that appear simultaneously (synchronic difference).

The seven sound objects that emerge between mm. 95-99 stem from first seven forces. Table 1 also addresses these formal connections, some of which are subtler than others. Among the subtler connections, the relation between the sixth force (Ex. 4) and the group of sound objects appearing in the mm. 107-109 (Harp 2, Bassoons, Cbsn., Timpani) is notable, since the function of both materials is to decelerate their rhythmic structure to trigger a monorhythmic global texture. In the first case, the rhythmic structure is reduced into pulses that repeat every quarter note (rehearsal letter F); in the second case, a pulse of 32nds gradually disperses into the entire texture between mm. 108-119.

Table 1: Nine “forces”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force</th>
<th>Instruments &amp; Location</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Areas of activity (RL=Rehearsal Letter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Flutes, Low brasses mm. 4-5</td>
<td>Introduces a prominent gesture (see Ex. 1)</td>
<td>RL A-C, G-H; Force II (m.12), VII (m. 65), VIII (m. 92); entire second sub-section of the dewy path (I-K), starting with Oboes &amp; Cor Ang. in mm. 96-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Clarinet 1 m. 12</td>
<td>Introduces a prominent gesture (see Ex. 9)</td>
<td>RL A-F; Force III (m.18); entire second sub-section of the dewy path (I-K), starting with Piccolo &amp; Flutes in m. 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Cor Anglais &amp; Clarinet 1 m. 18</td>
<td>Initiates vectorial, directionally-oriented texture</td>
<td>RL B-F; Force IV (mm. 24-25); entire second sub-section of the dewy path (I-K), starting with Trombones &amp; Tuba in mm. 98-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Bass Drum, Timpani mm. 24-25</td>
<td>Provides material for the percussion solo (Ex. 7-8), triggers ascending motion</td>
<td>RL C-F; Force VI (m. 54); entire second sub-section of the dewy path (I-K) starting with Cellos in m. 98, Timpani in m. 97 (inverted motion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Woodwinds m. 41</td>
<td>Introduces the ascending patterns</td>
<td>RL D-F; Force VI (m. 54); Vlas. in mm. 121-122 (final form, inverted pitch content); the rest of the sub-section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Pianos m. 54</td>
<td>Extinguishes the rhythmic pattern, provides material for the following harmonic structure (Ex. 3-6)</td>
<td>RL F-G; Force VII (m. 65); Harp, Bassoons, Cbsn. and Timpani in mm. 107-109 (final form); the rest of the sub-section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Pianos m. 65</td>
<td>Triggers the “orchestral hit,” strengthens the shock effect</td>
<td>RL F-H; Force VIII (m. 92); entire second sub-section of the dewy path (I-K), starting with Vlns. I in mm. 97-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Winds m. 92</td>
<td>Carries a “compressed” form of the sound objects emerging in the following sub-section</td>
<td>Force IX (mm. 107,108); entire second sub-section of the dewy path (I-K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Piccolo mm. 107-108</td>
<td>Breaks the pattern, triggers the “anomaly” that emerges on the Piano 1 part.</td>
<td>Rest of the sub-section (I-K), especially Piano 1 from m.116 on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measures 108-119 also includes the ninth force, which introduces an “anomaly,” a melodic/rhythmic alteration that takes place in the piccolo part. This alteration triggers a larger deviation in the same part on mm. 113-114, which itself triggers “anomalies” in several parts, most importantly in m. 116 in Piano 1. At this point, the formal inertia that has been governing the sub-section is severely damaged, despite the ongoing recurrences of the objects.

2.2. Second section, “the pine hut”

An attempt to disrupt the effects of the *différance* in the second section was briefly mentioned earlier. The title of the piece, *[difərɑs]*, written in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), directly relates with this attempt. When a word is written in IPA, its semantic potential becomes irrelevant, transforming the word into a sound object. Reading a word written in IPA renders it free from the effects of *différance*: it does not/cannot bind with other words to create a semantic hierarchy.

A similar effect is sought in the second section of the piece. The entire section is comprised of a parade of forces that are taken out of their native context and placed after each other, segregated with silence. Since there is no formal center in this context, it is expected that any type of formal hierarchy between the materials would be absent, creating an environment where “everything becomes discourse,” in reference to the quote at the beginning of this text. Within such an environment, these materials can only affect a span of a moment, rather than minutes, inviting the listener to focus at the present moment and at the minute timbral deviations deliberately emphasized in the score. Such an experience could be analogous to the experience of “enhanced sensory perception” reported by the attendants of a traditional Japanese tea ceremony. The attendant of a tea ceremony is expected to prepare herself for the ceremony before entering the tea room—or “the Pine Hut”—while walking through the path that leads to the tea room—“the dewy path”. On the path, the attendant still defines herself by yielding to numerous social signifiers, yet once she is in the tea room, these signifiers become irrelevant. In the tea room, a *samurai* would leave his sword at the entrance and would drink tea from the same cup as a peasant. In the tea room, the *différance* does not exist.

3. Derivation of local structures from spectral differences

The MIR System

A Music Information Retrieval (MIR) system I started to develop in Spring 2014 is used to obtain timbre, pitch, and rhythm data. ³ The system provides three main functions:

1) Extracting frequency data from a spectrum,

2) Deriving rhythmic data from the deviations in the spectral flatness, i.e. the constantly changing "noisiness" of the spectrum,

3) Providing guidance for orchestration by measuring timbral similarity.

The forces are the only material that are analyzed (except the second force, which itself is a resultant of an analysis of the first force). In accordance with the concept of the piece, deviations between (or within) the spectra are used as source material for three musical parameters.
3.1 Frequency extraction

To extract frequency data from the spectrum, the system uses an implementation of ATS (Analysis, Transformation and Synthesis), a spectral modeling method that utilizes a psychoacoustic evaluation algorithm which is able to extract the pitch data based on psychoacoustical prominence. 4

Figure 3 shows the notation of the sixth force (a glass being slid on the piano strings while a trill is played on the keyboard) and its repetition. The spectrum of the recorded material can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Sampled material (sixth force, piano)

Figure 4: Spectral visualization in ATS

The analysis provides a list of frequencies, converted into MIDI note numbers. Since a gesture and its repetition is analyzed, the similarity of the gestures is reflected in their frequency contents. However, in accordance with the concept of the piece, only the different frequencies are used as pitch material. From each analysis frame, the first different MIDI note pairs are taken.
In the example below, the first measure shows the resultant aggregate, which is built by using MIDI note pairs that are shown in the previous example as pitch classes (only three pairs are included in both examples).

Figure 5: First different MIDI note pairs are used

3.2 Rhythmic extraction

Rhythmic material is derived by creating onsets whenever the spectral flatness or the “noisiness” level of the spectrum significantly changes. The system follows the instantaneous deviations within the overall power spectrum in real-time, and creates a “flag” when the amount of these deviations surpass a certain threshold. The time between two flags (onsets) are translated from seconds into “musical time” by dividing the duration of a whole note to the onset values. The system provides the user a verbal output such as “32nd septuplet,” “16th quintuplet within quarter-note triplet,” etc. In the current version, if the system yields a value shorter than 1/128, the program simply outputs “Grace note.”

For example:

Duration between two onsets = 0.04821526 seconds;
Tempo = 100 bpm → Beat (quarter note) duration = 0.6 seconds → Whole note = 2.4 seconds;
2.4 / 0.04821526 = 49.776771918262 → the duration is roughly 1/50 of a whole note (the system rounds the values to the closest integer).

1/50 of a whole note = 32nd quintuplet within 8th quintuplet:
The percussion solo at rehearsal letter D largely depends on this method. A single bass drum attack which is part of the fourth force (m. 24-25) is analyzed and following rhythmic values are extracted:

```plaintext
// frame no: 1
// most prominent freqs: [ 42.75, 52, 61.25],
// most prominent amps: [ 0.0232572717299088],
// rhythm: 16th septuplet
//
// frame no: 2
// most prominent freqs: [ 43.25, 39.5, 53.5],
// most prominent amps: [ 0.037648531003768],
// rhythm: 6th triplet
//
// frame no: 3
// most prominent freqs: [ 39.25, 26.5, 52.5],
// most prominent amps: [ 0.03208048813893],
// rhythm: 32nd
//
// frame no: 4
// most prominent freqs: [ 39, 26.5, 43, 56],
// most prominent amps: [ 0.0283470884811986],
// rhythm: Grace note
```

Figure 7: SuperCollider output for the rhythmic values

In musical application, these values are repeated to create chains of equal rhythmic values. They also serve as “models” for each measure: the rest of each measure is loosely based on them. When figures 7 and 8 are examined, it can be seen that each rectangle in Figure 8 includes rhythmic patterns that are made of the resultant rhythmic values in Figure 7 (the grace notes in the second pattern are simply ornaments). Note that the missing frame 3 is not a mistake—the repetition of frame 4 means that two different onsets were created within the fourth frame.

Figure 8: Generated rhythmic groups from the single rhythmic values (in rectangle, numbered) and the rest of the percussion solo

None of these methods were used to derive pre-compositional material; rather, they functioned as guides within specific musical contexts, as these contexts were being developed. The methods were useful to introduce new and contrasting local material that are later embedded to their relevant environments. In each case, only a limited portion of a structure is “computer-generated,” the rest of the structure is—for the lack of a better term—“hand-written” based on the example set by the derived material. In the example below,
the computer-generated gesture is gradually developed, and rendered to be the most prominent material in the following passages (mm. 15-37).

![Figure 9: Development of a “generated” (in rectangle) clarinet gesture (second force)](image)

3.3 Timbral comparison

The timbral comparison feature of the tool is based on a method that takes the spectrum as a statistical input, and applies a risk function named Mean Square Error (MSE). MSE takes the average of the squares of the “errors”—in this context, the differences between the magnitudes of each pair of analysis frames (denoted as X and Y below)—and outputs a single float value between 0.0 and 1.0 (0.0 denotes identical timbre).

$$MSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - Y_i)^2$$

This feature is used in two different ways in the two sub-sections of *the dewy path*. In the first sub-section (rehearsal letters A-E) most of the entries carry a certain level of timbral similarity with the previous entry (MSE values are < 0.5, see Figure 11). The procedure followed in the second sub-section (starting from rehearsal letter I) is the opposite of the first: most of the entries are selected from “timbrally distant” options (MSE values are > 0.5). Each timbral material that couples with the previous material is selected from a number of “candidate” samples. Some of these samples are recorded, some of them are extracted from existing recordings. From among the candidates, the ones that yield the lowest or highest MSE values (depending on the sub-section) are used for the orchestration.

```plaintext
var mse, big_n, x, y, z, out;
x = -array1;
y = -array2;
z = if (-array1.size < -array2.size, 
    { -array2.extend(-array1.size) },
    { -array1.extend(-array2.size) });
// so that the size of the arrays is always equal

// MSE equation
big_n = z.size;
 mse = big_n.collect({|i| (x[i] - y[i]).squared; }).sum * big_n.reciprocal;
```

![Figure 10: MSE and its implementation in SuperCollider](image)
4. Prospective Work

1) One could argue that the intended effect in *the pine hut*, discussed in section 2.2 of this text, is locally achieved. The manner in which the parade of forces is presented (extremely slow tempo, low level of overall loudness, subtle timbral ondulations, segregation with rests, etc.) will likely transform these structures into mere sonic events that are free of any local spacing or deferral, thus completing a chain of transformation for the formal function of all forces: focal points (first sub-section of *the dewy path*) → sound objects (second sub-section of *the dewy path*) → sonic events (*the pine hut*).

However, the origins of the forces are still recognizable. Recognizing them by binding them with their original context would immediately create an instance of *différance*, putting them back to the hierarchical scheme of the universal formal structure, regardless of the local effect. Therefore, the compositional challenge persists: to transform these materials into mere sonic events, devoid of all formal nexus both in local and overall level. Future work on the piece will concentrate on this problem.
2) The MIR system is being developed to become a full-fledged tool that will be able to visually describe instrumental timbres in a 3D space as vector points, and to couple them with relevant action parameters in order to provide the composer with a finer level of parametric control. Additionally, the real-time timbral comparison feature of the tool will provide an intuitive practicing environment for performers, allowing them to learn specific combinations of playing parameters by providing constant feedback on timbral similarity between their input and the intended timbre.
1. “[E]n l’absence de centre ou d’origine, tout devient discours —à condition de s’entendre sur ce mot— c’est-à-dire système dans lequel le signifié central, originaire ou transcendantal, n’est jamais absolument présent hors d’un système de différences.”


3. An earlier version of this system was presented as a final project for DXARTS 565: Spectral Modeling of Sound course taught by Prof. Juan Pampin in Spring 2014, University of Washington, Center for Digital Arts and Experimental Media.


5. The timbral comparison component is enhanced with a Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) extraction feature in the most recent version of the system (as of March 2015). This feature is out of scope of this text, since it was not implemented in the compositional process of [difexâs].
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about the piece

The piece features nine “forces”, nine events whose appearances trigger significant changes in the musical discourse. Among these forces there are simple gestures that extend to the entire orchestral texture, unassuming rhythmic alterations that affect the local pitch structure, or a particular timbral cue that cause similar timbres to emerge. The main function of these forces is to create a seamless formal flow while leaving space for large-scale textural disturbances. This flow can be considered as a constant deferral of meaning through a chain of signifiers, where the listener’s attention is constantly pushed towards the future. Musical semantic depends on a network of references, and every reference to the past creates hierarchies, further emphasizing the differences between the materials. The title of the piece comes from this double-meaning, deferral and difference, embodied in the term différance in Jacques Derrida’s essay bearing the same title.

Two sections of the piece, the dewy pathway and the pine hut conceptually contrast each other. The first section follows the procedure of deferral and difference described above, whereas this procedure does not reemerge in the second section. The materials in the second section consist of the snapshots of the moments where the forces appear, however, now they are isolated from their native context—they can only affect a span of a moment, rather than minutes. All formal nexus are unavailable: form is now only a fixed shape and it’s impossible to create any reference to defer the musical meaning or to build hierarchies between the materials within it.

The titles refer to the venue where the traditional Japanese tea ceremony is held (“pine hut” being the nickname of the venue), as well as the path that leads to the venue (roji). The attendant of a tea ceremony is expected to prepare herself before entering the tea room while walking through the path. On the path, the attendant still defines herself by yielding to numerous social signifiers, yet once she is in the tea room, these signifiers become irrelevant. In the tea room, a samurai would leave his sword at the entrance and would drink tea from the same cup as a peasant. In the tea room, the différance does not exist.

Premiere: Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, Kazumasa Watanabe, conductor. 31 May 2015, Tokyo Opera City Concert Hall, Tokyo, Japan.
instrumentation

Piccolo
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
Cor anglais
2 Clarinets in B♭
Bass clarinet
2 Bassoons
Contrabassoon

4 Horns in F/B♭
3 Trumpets in B♭ (with straight, cup, harmon [without stem], bucket, solotone and practice mutes)
3 Trombones (with straight, cup, harmon [without stem], bucket, solotone and practice mutes)
Tuba

3 Timpani (I: ~80 cm diameter with a large reversed cymbal on the surface. II: ~74 cm. III: ~66 cm.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percussion (see the Performance Instructions):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Bongos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large suspended Cymbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Brake drums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Toms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenor drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Woodblocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Tam-tam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Crotales:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marimba</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Harp 1
Harp 2
Piano 1 (grand piano) with a medium size glass
Piano 2 (grand piano) with a medium size glass

Violin I (A: 8, B: 8, with mutes)
Violin II (A: 7, B: 7, with mutes)
Viola (A: 6, B: 6, with mutes)
Cello (A: 5, B: 5, with mutes)
Contrabass (A: 4, B: 4; at least 3 with 5-stringed instruments, with mutes)

THE SCORE IS IN C.

APPROXIMATE DURATION: 12’30”
performance instructions

GENERAL

Accidentals

\[ \begin{align*}
\sharp & \quad = \quad \text{Quarter tone sharp} \\
\flat & \quad = \quad \text{Quarter tone flat} \\
\natural & \quad = \quad \text{Three-quarter tone sharp} \\
\flat & \quad = \quad \text{Three-quarter tone flat} \\
\sharp, \flat & \quad = \quad \text{Slightly sharp (eighth tone)} \\
\sharp, \flat & \quad = \quad \text{Slightly flat (eighth tone)}
\end{align*} \]

Woodwinds (except Contrabassoon) & Trumpets: Whenever possible, these instruments should execute microtones using the alternate fingerings.

French Horns: By taking the F side (of a standard F/B-flat horn) main tuning slide and tuning it down a full quarter-step, the horn can play a quarter tone ‘chromatic’ scale throughout the entire range, except for the pedal gaps in the lowest octave. Similarly, whenever possible, the horns should execute microtones using alternate fingerings.

Contrabassoon and Tuba: Embouchure changes are to be used to attain the microtones.

Glissando/Portamento

Grace Notes

Vibrato

Only non-vibrato should be used, unless otherwise is stated.

Tremolo:

128th tremolos should be read as “as fast as possible” in all tempi until measure 125. From this measure on, the following notation is used for the tremolos that are to be played “as fast as possible”:
Gradual transition between non-tremolo and tremolo (tremolo to non-tremolo is also possible) is shown as follows. For wind instruments, this notation also describes a gradual transition from ordinario to flatterzunge (or, vice versa).

**Other symbols**
Arrows denote gradual change between any two parameters. Please note the following condition, where long arrows are substituted with shorter arrows, due to the notational density in the score:

Triangle noteheads denote the highest note possible.
The dynamics in brackets (i.e. \[ff\]) describe the physical force applied to the instrument rather than the loudness of the result.

**TECHNIQUES USED IN “THE DEWY PATHWAY”**

**WOODWINDS**

**Air noise:** 0: Normale; 1/3: More pitch content, less air noise; 2/3: More air noise; 3/3: Only air noise.

For the flute, the equivalent of 2/3 can be attained by tilting the instrument:

\(\downarrow\) : Tilt the instrument inwards, creating air noise  
\(\uparrow\) : Normal position

**Multiphonics:** Fingerings are provided in the parts.

**Flatterzunge**

**Slap-tongue:** A quick release of the tongue.

**Whistle tone (flute):** With an open but at the same time controlled embouchure and a very low air pressure

**Tongue ram (flute):** Close the mouthpiece with the whole mouth, and make a big and very rapid movement with the tongue, against the teeth. The easiest way is to say "HOT!" or "HT!"

**sfz multiphonic (clarinets):** Blow abruptly with great force with slightly depressed embouchure.

**Double harmonics (oboet and cor anglais):** These dyads require a normal embouchure and a considerably low air pressure. Fingerings are provided in the parts.

**Flap (bassoons):** Hit the reed with the tongue like when playing staccato. The air pressure must be very slight.

**Teeth on reed**

**BRASS**

**Flatterzunge**

**Growl:** A glottal growling through the instrument.

**Air tones**

**Half-valving**

**Lip gliss:** Use lip glissandi for all short-distance bends except the hand glissando for horn.

**Palm smack:** Hit the mouthpiece with palm, creating a percussive effect.

**Slap-tongue:** A quick release of the tongue creates this timbre.

**Fully-stopped/Open (Horn):** These two playing modes are often used with a gradual transition from/to each other, creating change in timbre as well as pitch.
PERCUSSION

**Beaters & Special attacks**
Symbols are as follows:

![Symbol Diagram]

- **Bowing**
  Bow changes must be imperceptible as possible. Crescendo indicates an increase in bowing speed or pressure level for the superball, and diminuendo indicates vice versa.

**HARP**
Chords are **non-arpeggiated** unless otherwise is stated. Swift arpeggiation and nail pluck notation:

![Swift Arpeggiation]

**PIANO**

**On the keyboard**
Thumb: Use the side of the thumb to cover certain second intervals on the white keys.

**On the strings**
Muffling the strings:
Glass glissando: Place the glass horizontally on the string. Slowly slide the glass on the string, following the lines in the R.H. part. L.H. part shows the attacks on the keyboard. Do not lift the glass until the passage is over.

Thunder effect: Horizontally swipe the lowest strings with four fingertips after silently depressing the intended pitches. Let the strings clash, then gradually diminish the sustain pedal. When the hold pitches are slowly released, a specific buzzing sound will emerge.

**Sustain Pedal**

Gradual release: **__**

**STRINGS**

**Vertical bow position**

AST: Alto sul tastlo; ST: Sul tastlo; ORD: Ordinario; SP: Sul ponticello; MSP: Molto sul ponticello

**Bow pressure**

1/4 = Flautando; 2/4 = Normale; 3/4 = Noisy with pitch content; 4/4 = Noise without pitch

**Special Bowing**

Arco gettato: the bow bounces off the string and rebounds to make successive attacks in a controlled motion.

**Finger pressure**

ORD. --> harmonic <-> half-harmonic <-> none: various levels of finger pressure, used with or without gradual transitions.

Intended pitch results for non-conventional artificial harmonics (m3, M3 etc.) are shown in the score.

**Miscellaneous right hand techniques**

Nail pizzicato, Bartók pizzicato, Strumming

**TECHNIQUES USED IN “THE PINE HUT”**

The standard techniques described above produce timbral results that are rather pre-determined. The second section of the piece differs from the first by its usage of non-deterministic timbral structures. Here, the performers are asked to continuously and irregularly alter several playing parameters at a time. Two timbral inputs are provided for each event: a starting point, and the names of the playing parameters to be altered.

For example, the violinist sees “ORD.” as the starting point, followed by the parameter “Bow pressure”. This means continuous, irregular and minute changes in bow pressure is expected. Please note that these oscillations imply a heightened perception of sound, analogous to heightened sense of taste experienced in a tea house. None of these techniques to be applied dramatically, they need to be on the threshold of perception, as liminal as possible.

Although the performers are encouraged to seek for the richest timbral results, any outcome is welcomed. Following are the parameters to be continuously and irregularly “oscillated”:
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WOODWINDS
Air pressure
Tonguing: Disturbing the air stream with random tongue movements
Reed position (oboe, cor anglais, bassoon): Reed's position in the mouth, pushed inwards etc.
“Bite” pressure (clarinets): The lip pressure on the mouthpiece.
Diaphragm vibrato

BRASS
Air pressure
Diaphragm vibrato
Tonguing

PERCUSSION
Bow speed (and superball pressure)
Contact point: Edge (rim) or center. See above for the symbols

STRINGS
Vibrato
Bow pressure
Bow skewness: Refers to deviation of the bowing direction from orthogonality of the string
Vertical bow position: AST to MSP.
Finger pressure: Left fingers’ pressure on the strings

seating
The two pianos should be placed symmetrically on an axis, as close as possible to the end of the podium, on each side of the conductor.
the dewy path.
the pine hut
Hieratic. \( \lambda = 25 \)
VITA
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